Denver DATA CENTER CAMPUS

Accelerate IT Modernization and Gain Competitive Edge with Leading Connectivity Solutions

ACCESS ALL MAJOR PUBLIC CLOUD PROVIDERS THROUGH THE OPEN CLOUD EXCHANGE®

With two network-rich data centers in Denver and the region’s largest peering exchange, CoreSite sits at the nexus of networks in the Rocky Mountain region. The Denver market offers the connectivity enterprises, cloud and network service providers are looking for in a data center solution. What’s more, Denver is centrally located in the U.S. and is a low-risk alternative for business continuity/disaster recovery (BC/DR) strategies.

An ideal destination for any performance-sensitive services, DE1 is the #1 network-dense asset in the market and “the place to be” for connectivity needs. CoreSite Denver facilities provide businesses modern data space ready for custom build-outs, supported with state-of-the-art mechanical and electrical infrastructure, 24x7x365 security, field operations, remote hands and customer service.

HYBRID IT DEPLOYED IN COLOCATION DATA CENTERS ENABLES BUSINESSES TO

- Meet Compliance Requirements
- Ensure Security and Business Continuity
- Gain Competitive Edge
- Reduce Total Cost of Ownership
- Monetize Business
- Interoperate to Quickly Scale

Compliance
SOC 1 Type 2, SOC 2 Type 2, ISO 27001, NIST 800-53, PCI DSS and HIPAA

Business Assurance
100% Uptime SLA
CORESITE VALUE BY VERTICAL

NETWORKS
Integrate and securely scale your business
- Create a low-latency network solution with access to 95+ networks of your choice, including global carriers, metro networks, SDNs and more
- Leverage CoreSite’s direct cloud connections to drastically reduce data egress fees
- 24x7x365 security, field operations and remote hands
- Gain competitive advantage with visibility and control of your data center, interconnections and environment through the CoreSite service delivery platform

MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT
Accelerate workflow and optimize monetization
- Direct connectivity to 95+ networks significantly reduces latency and delivery lapses, optimizing user experiences
- DE1 and DE2 are one-stop-shops that provide direct access to a robust ecosystem of networks, clouds, IT service providers and enterprises
- Enable highly secure and more efficient workflow with a simple cross connect

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
- Proximity to major population centers
- Instant transfer between vendor partners
- Direct cloud onramps
- Reduce the number of vendors to manage
- Allow staff to focus on innovation, rather than their infrastructure

Find out more.
Click. Call. Write.